Intuitive.
Comprehensive.
Defensible.
Gain end-to-end control of your entire
legal hold process.

Expect Success
Your organization has a duty to preserve relevant information when it learns of pending litigation
or investigation. But manual or traditional approaches to doing this? They’re difficult, costly, and
error-prone, leaving your enterprise open to risk.

Mitratech LegalHold is the intuitive, easy-to-use SaaS solution for mitigating the risks and costs
of a legal hold process.

Does your current
process leave you exposed?

Reduce risk & cut costs
with Mitatech LegalHold

•

•

Is it difficult for your legal department to

The easy-to-use SaaS solution for

identify the location of all data that may

mitigating the risks and costs of entire

need to be collected?

legal hold process, supported by a global
leader in legal technology.

•

Is it hard to efficiently deliver instructions
to custodians for preserving that

•

information?

Intuitive design maximizes efficiency for
both the legal department and custodians
who must attest to their obligations.

•

Can you prove you’ve taken reasonable
step to accomplish this, so you can prevent

•

A standardized, repeatable process reduces

increased risk and negative consequences

the risk of potential evidence being deleted,

during litigation?

and can stand up to judicial scrutiny.

01.
Create a
hold using
predefined
templates &
notification

LegalHold

02.
Select potential
custodians
through Active
Directory & HR
integration

03.
Execute the
hold with
automatic
notifications
& escalations

04.
Instantly
report on
results

4 simple steps
to end-to-end
legal hold process
management

LegalHold Simplified
Why LegalHold?
Intuitive
LegalHold’s intuitive modern UX design is clear and easy to use for both legal
staff and custodians, driving the 100% compliance needed for successful hold
management. Our UX is optimized for mobile devices, too, which further
increases attestation and compliance rates.

Comprehensive
Mitratech LegalHold empowers end-to-end management of the entire legal hold
process – from creating holds and selecting designated custodians to execution
via automatic notifications & escalations and reporting capabilities.

Defensible
Results of a legal hold are instantly and easily reportable, so your process can
withstand judicial scrutiny. Complete auditability of all actions, escalations, and
attestations means you avoid court sanctions for non-compliance.

Efficient
Reduce legal staff time spent on legal holds by
as much as 75% by automating the process.

75%

reduction
in legal
staff time

Integrated
By integrating seamlessly with TeamConnect and eCounsel ELM platforms, LegalHold
increases visibility into all aspects of a matter from a single source of truth.

Results?
•

Improved legal outcomes via reduced litigation exposure

•

Maximized efficiency via reduced costs

WORKING WITH MITRATECH
To develop LegalHold, we co-innovated with over 40 corporate legal clients to
create a validated product designed around embedded best practices. So you can
be sure you’re implementing a proven, peer-tested process every time you use it.

“ They’re fantastic to work with, and they’re smart. They listen to the client.
They’re nimble, and consistent across every project.”
CONNIE BRENTON
SENIOR DIRECTOR OF LEGAL OPERATIONS, NETAPP

“ The great thing about Mitratech is, they listen to what we say, and through
our suggestions they develop more software to help our company be
more successful and profitable.”
CATHY ARNENSEN,
PARALEGAL & MATTER MANAGEMENT ADMINISTRATOR, RECKITT BENCKISER

“ Mitratech absolutely understood the issues we have integrating with our
Complex IT platform, took them on board and resolved them.”
WILLA MAWHINNEY
COMPLIANCE MANAGER, ALLIANZ

info@mitratech.com
www.mitratech.com

